
Radical Localism
● It’s not actually radical but a return to traditional Australian values of self-help and compassion to build

resilient, caring and engaged communities.

●Many people are frustrated by our existing levels of Govt. fussing around and seeking to control the detail of how
we live at the local level (the ‘nanny state’) while neglecting or passing the buck on their proper responsibilities The
idea of the engaged citizen as a pillar of democracy has been lost somewhere with privatisation,  our
dependency on government, and rampant, bureaucratic control.

●Radical Localism is about creating a sense of place and belonging through strong towns and lively communities.

●The localism movement demands that we put aside greed and take our responsibility seriously to provide a better
future for our children and the generations that come after them.

Radical Localism
●We need some ordinary people like you and me in state parliament.

●We need people who can think for themselves and have not been corrupted by party political machines
and political ambition.

● It’s time to vote  for independents and independent thinking for our state parliament.

● If enough people vote for progressive independents and progressive minor parties we may be able to bring
some common sense into government decision making.

●A people’s coalition could work with one of the major parties and  “keep the b@#&#%#s honest!”

            We are calling this Radical Localism  Go to radicallocalism.org

Radical Localism is a path to democratic renewal.
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STRENGTHEN
COMMUNITY…

“Let’s Keep the
B@#&#%#s Honest!”

 Vote 1
Rob Bakes

Independent
Candidate for

MacedonI suggest you give Ralf Thesing from the
Australian Greens your second preference.  Its
your choice as to how you preference the other
candidates. Remember though, you must number
every square on the ballot paper.


